DRYFREIGHT BAGS
HUMIDITY CONTROL

KEEP YOUR CARGO DRY
When it comes to shipping sensitive goods, you want to be sure that your cargo will be protected from moisture, especially during long transit times at sea or in case of bad weather conditions.

Our latest innovative solution DRYFREIGHT BAGS humidity control efficiently absorbs the moisture in the air surrounding your cargo.

YOUR BENEFITS

ENHANCE EFFICIENCY
Using calcium chloride, a desiccant substance, our solution is up to 10 times more efficient than other traditional solutions such as clay.

OPTIMIZE YOUR COSTS
Avoid any unpleasant surprises at arrival as well as any unexpected resulting costs.

REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Our innovative solution uses less plastic and generates less waste than any other humidity control solution.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Our DRYFREIGHT BAGS humidity control uses calcium chloride, a desiccant substance.

Lighter than any other standard humidity control solution, DRYFREIGHT BAGS humidity control absorbs the moisture from the surrounding air transforming it into a gel.

Easy to install and remove, the bags can be hung from the container lashing rings or can be installed horizontally above the cargo, depending on your commodity.

GET STARTED
ASK FOR DRYFREIGHT BAGS HUMIDITY CONTROL
Contact your usual sales representative.